
Reflections from Kate Butler (Director, VIC State Coordinator) 
 
We were fortunate enough recently to run an OM1 at a place called “Bramare” 
about 15 minutes drive outside Bendigo.  Thanks to Kylie’s networking and 
promotion of our not for profit organization, the Otis Foundation were willing to 
provide this beautiful venue free of charge.   My understanding is that since the 
owner’s wife died of breast cancer it has been donated to people with cancer as a 
place of restful retreat.     
          
 

 
 

 
 
The building is made of rammed 
earth, is passive solar in design, with 
the entire northern face made up of 
huge floor to ceiling windows that 
look out onto land that slopes gently 
down to a stream bed.  Behind this is 
a high rocky escarpment that makes 
an arc around the property in the 
near distance.  The views are 
beautiful.  Restful.  Natural.   

 
Inside the spaces are generous and uncluttered, so we were able to do our theory 
sitting around a lovely large recycled-wooden dining table  with the massage 
tables set up in a space nearby – and in the breaks we were taking it in turns to 
visit one of the many bathrooms, each with a different view out onto the land and 
bush.  It could accommodate probably up to 8 people comfortably.   
 
Being in this setting had a calming effect on all of us.  It was so quiet.  During the 
prac sessions we watched kangaroos grazing just outside the main windows, and 
the breeze floated from one side of the room to the other, scented eucalypt, and 
made ripples through the tops of young trees down by the creek. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
On one occasion during one of the 
morning science discussions I was 
interrupted mid-sentence by a 
participant who startled all of us 
when she shouted: “THERE’S A 
SNAKE!!!”   Sure enough we watched 
a small snake slither along one of the 
cement pathways about 20 metres 
from where we sat (don’t worry – 
we were inside, it was outside!).   
 



That same evening I watched tiny miniature bats, about the size of moths, flying 
soundlessly, catching insects as the dusk light darkened into a breath taking 
spread of stars.     
 
This setting promoted slowness.   During the pracs we were all able to focus so 
easily on the essence of OM treatments – slow, deliberate, meditative movements 
on the body.  The surrounding bush was full of birdsong.  The place seemed to 
call for it.   
 
I have noticed in recent times a growing restlessness in many who are attracted 
to our OM1 course, and a frustration that completing OM1 does not allow for 
external promotion of Oncology Massage as a specialist modality immediately; a 
frustration that this can only be done after the successful completion of module 2.   
 
We live in a culture of quick-fix, immediate gratification, of “You can have it all, 
and have it now”.  Oncology Massage, if it is to have the profound effect we know 
it can have on those who need restoration, repose, pain relief, or just a little bit of 
peace in the midst of extreme turmoil, must be practiced and practiced and 
practiced, so that its essence (slow, deliberate, whole-handed, mindful, 
compassionate touch) can be accessed by the practitioner readily, and without 
distraction.  For me this is as essential as a musician having to do scales and 
other technical exercises before having the capacity to play Beethoven, or a 
painter who must first learn to how to draw.  It would seem that patience is 
becoming harder and harder for us to access.   
 
We need to learn how to slow down, take our time, integrate what is being 
learned, and be patient.  For if this modality is the ‘right way’, and the work has 
been done, then the opportunities will present themselves in due course.   
 
Kate is on the OM Ltd Board of Directors and is the VIC State coordinators. She can 
be reached by calling 0418 335 759 or emailing 
kate@oncologymassagetraining.com.au.  
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